Compositionality is a key strategy for addressing combinatorial complexity and the curse of dimensionality. Recent work has shown that compositional solutions can be learned and offer substantial gains across a variety of domains, including multi-task learning, language modeling, visual question answering, machine comprehension, and others. However, such models present unique challenges during training when both the module parameters and their composition must be learned jointly. In this paper, we identify several of these issues and analyze their underlying causes. Our discussion focuses on routing networks, a general approach to this problem, and examines empirically the interplay of these challenges and a variety of design decisions. In particular, we consider the effect of how the algorithm decides on module composition, how the algorithm updates the modules, and if the algorithm uses regularization.
Introduction
In machine learning, and in deep learning in particular, modularity is becoming a key approach to reducing complexity and improving generalization by encouraging a decomposition of complex systems into specialized sub-systems. Such observations have similarly motivated studies in human cognition (compare [Bechtel and Richardson, 2010] for an overview). In theory, models without special affordances for modularity can learn to specialize groups of neurons for specific subtasks, but in practice this appears not to be the case. To address this issue, a number of models have been introduced to enforce specialization [Jacobs et al., 1991b , Miikkulainen, 1993 , Jordan and Jacobs, 1994 , Bengio et al., 2013 , Davis and Arel, 2013 , Andreas et al., 2015 , Bengio et al., 2015 , Shazeer et al., 2017 , Fernando et al., 2017 . Much of this earlier work has either fixed the composition strategy and learned the modules (neurons or whole networks) or fixed the modules and learned the composition strategy. But in its most general form, the compositionality problem is to jointly learn both the parameters of the modules and a strategy for their composition with the goal of solving new tasks. Recently we proposed a new paradigm called, routing [Rosenbaum et al., 2017] , which is to our knowledge the first approach to jointly optimize both modules and their compositional strategy in the general setting. output y = t3(t2(t1(x))) h4
Figure 1: A routing network. The router consists of a parameterized decision maker that iteratively selects modules (i.e. trainable functions). Each selected function is then applied to the latest activation, resulting in a new activation, which can then again be transformed. The training of a routing network happens online, i.e., the output of the model is used to train the transformations using backpropagation and Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), and is simultaneously used to provide feedback to the decision maker.
A routing network (depicted in Figure 1 ) consists of a set of modules (parameterized functions) from which a router (the composition strategy) can choose a composition. In a neural network setting, the modules are sub-networks and the router assembles them into a model that processes the input. In making these decisions the routing network can be viewed as selecting a model (path) from the set of combinatorially many such models, one for each possible sequence of modules. This connects routing to a body of related work in conditional computation, meta-learning, architecture search and other areas. Because routing networks jointly train their modules and the module composition strategy, they face a set of challenges which non-routed networks do not. In particular, training a routing network is non-stationary from both the perspective of the router, and from the perspective of the modules, because the optimal composition strategy depends on the module parameters and vice versa.
There is relatively little research on the unique challenges faced when training these networks, which are highly dynamic. In this paper, we conduct an extensive empirical investigation of these challenges with a focus on routing networks. In Sections 2 we review notable related ideas that share a similar motivation to routing networks. In Section 3, we identify five main challenges for routing. One such challenge is to stabilize the interaction of the module and composition strategy training. Another is module collapse [Kirsch et al., 2018] , which occurs when the choices made by the composition strategy lack diversity. Overfitting is also a problem which can be severe in a routed network because of the added flexibility of composition order. We also discuss the difficulty extrapolating the learning behavior of heterogeneous modules to better select those with greater potential. Adding to these difficulties is the lack of a compelling mathematical framework for models which perform modular and compositional learning. This paper is the first to consider all of these challenges jointly. One benefit of such a holistic view of the challenges has been that we were able to identify a clear relationship between collapse and overfitting that holds for any form of modular learning. We discuss this in more detail in Section 3. In Section 4, we present a detailed overview of routing, analyzing two strategies for training the router: reinforcement learning and recently introduced reparameterization strategies. There we also identify important design options, such as the choice of optimization algorithm and the router's architecture. In Section 5, we empirically compare these different choices and how they influence the main challenges we have identified. We conclude with thoughts on promising directions for further investigation.
Background and Related Work
Routing networks are clearly related to task-decomposition modular networks [Jacobs et al., 1991a] , and to mixtures of experts architectures [Jacobs et al., 1991b, Jordan and Jacobs, 1994] as well as their modern attention based [Riemer et al., 2016] and sparse [Shazeer et al., 2017] variants. The gating network in a typical mixtures of experts model takes in the input and chooses an appropriate weighting for the output of each expert network. This is generally implemented as a soft mixture decision as opposed to a hard routing decision, allowing the choice to be differentiable. Although the sparse and layer-wise variant presented in [Shazeer et al., 2017] does save some computational burden, the proposed end-to-end differentiable model is only an approximation and does not model important effects such as exploration vs. exploitation trade-offs, despite their impact on the system. Mixtures of experts models, or more generally soft parameter sharing models, have been considered in the multi-task and lifelong learning setting [Stollenga et al., 2014 , Aljundi et al., 2017 , Misra et al., 2016 , Ruder et al., 2017 , Rajendran et al., 2017 ], but do not allow for nearly the level of specialization as those based on routing. This is because they do not eliminate weight sharing across modules and instead only gate the sharing. In practice, this still leads to significant interference across tasks as a result of a limited ability to navigate the transfer-interference trade-off in comparison to models that make hard routing decisions.
Existing Approaches to Routing Networks
Routing networks as a general paradigm of composing trainable transformations were first introduced in [Rosenbaum et al., 2017] . Since then, there have been several approaches extending them. Chang et al. [2019] show that a vanilla routing network can learn to generalize over patterns and thus to classes of unseen samples if it is trained with curriculum learning. Kirsch et al. [2018] identify one of the challenges of compositional computation, collapse, and develop a new policy gradient based routing algorithm that utilizes EM techniques to alternatingly group samples to transformations, and then applies them. Ramachandran and Le [2019] investigate the problem of architectural diversity over transformations, but use a top-k routing approach. Cases et al. [2019] show how routing can be paired with high quality linguistic annotations to learn compositional structures that maximize utilization of task-specific information. Alet et al. [2018] combine a routing-like approach with other meta-learning approaches, to allow for quick adaptation to new tasks. However, this approach relies on pre-trained composable transformations.
Generalized Architecture based Meta-Learning
Routing networks extend a popular line of recent research focused on automated architecture search, or more generally, architecture-based meta-learning. In this work, the goal is to reduce the burden on the algorithm designers by automatically learning black box algorithms that search for optimal architectures and hyperparameters. These approaches have been learned using reinforcement learning Le, 2017, Baker et al., 2017] , evolutionary algorithms [Miikkulainen et al., 2017 , Fernando et al., 2017 , approximate random simulations [Brock et al., 2017] , and adaptive growth [Cortes et al., 2016] . Liang et al. [2018] introduced an evolutionary algorithm approach targeting multi-task learning that comes very close to the original formulation in Rosenbaum et al. [2017] . However, routing networks are a generalization of these approaches [Ramachandran and Le, 2019] and are highly related in particular to the concept of one-shot neural architecture search [Brock et al., 2017 , Pham et al., 2018 , Bender et al., 2018 . The main distinction we are making here is that the benefit of routing as not solely related to parameter sharing across examples, but as also related to architectural biases inherent to specific network structures that may make them helpful for specific problems.
Biological Plausibility
The high-level idea of task specific "routing" is well founded in biological studies and theories of the human brain [Gurney et al., 2001 , Buschman and Miller, 2010 , Stocco et al., 2010 . The idea is that regions of the brain collaborate in a complex manner by altering the synchrony in neural activity between different areas and thus changing their effective connectivity so that signals are routed in a task specific coordination. It has been found that coincidence of spikes from multiple neurons converging on a post-synaptic neuron have a super-additive effect [Aertsen et al., 1989 , Usrey and Reid, 1999 , Engel et al., 2001 , Salinas and Sejnowski, 2001 , Fries, 2005 . As a result, if neurons tuned to the same stimulus synchronize their firing, that stimulus will be more strongly represented in downstream areas. It is thought that local synchrony may help the brain to improve its signal to noise ratio while, at the same time, reducing the number of spikes needed to represent a stimulus [Aertsen et al., 1989 , Tiesinga et al., 2002 , Siegel and König, 2003 ].
The routing of modules can also be loosely linked to two fundamental aspects of the organization of the brain: functional segregation of neural populations and anatomic brain regions as specialized and independent cortical areas, and functional integration, the complementary aspect that accounts for coordinated interaction [Tononi et al., 1994] . Recently, Kell et al. [2018] have been able to replicate human cortical organization in the auditory cortex using a neural model with two distinct, task-dependent pathways corresponding to music and speech processing. When evaluated in real world tasks, their model performs as well as humans and makes human-like errors. This model is also able to predict with good accuracy fMRI voxel responses throughout the auditory cortex, which suggest certain level of convergence with brain-like representational transformations. Kell et al. [2018] use these promising results to suggest that the tripartite hierarchical organization of the auditory cortex commonly found in other species may also become evident in humans once more data is available and more realistic training mechanisms are employed. In particular, their results suggest that the architectural separation of the processing of the streams is compatible with functional segregation observed in the non-primary auditory cortex [Kell et al., 2018, and references therein] .
Finally, as we will discuss briefly later, routing networks can be seen as a special case of coagent networks [Thomas and Barto, 2011] , which are believed to be more biologically plausible than full end to end backpropogation networks.
Other Similar Forms of Modular Learning
Modular organization is central in research strategies in cognitive sciences, particularly in neuropsychology, where decomposition and localization emerge as crucial scientific research strategies [Bechtel and Richardson, 2010] . In neuropsychology, deficits in high-level cognitive functions are regularly associated with impairments of particular regions of the brain that are regarded as modules, typically under the assumptions that these modules operate independently and, to variying degrees, that their effects are local [Farah, 1994 , Shallice, 1988 , Bechtel and Abrahamsen, 2002 . These observations have a long tradition in cognitive science, where the nature of cognitive task-specific modules and the implementation details of compositional computation have been highly debated [Fodor, 1975 , 1983 , Fodor and Pylyshyn, 1988 , Touretzky and Hinton, 1988 , Smolensky, 1988 . 1 Among others, there are two notable early attempts to build modular systems with a cognitive focus: Miikkulainen [1993] developed a modular system for Natural Language Understanding with task-specific components, some of them with correlates to cognitive functions; and Jacobs et al. [1991a] 's modular networks, a modular and conditional computation model that performed task decomposition based on the input and is, to some extent, a direct ancestor of routing networks.
Another important framework for compositional learning that is also influenced by the challenges of routing discussed in this paper is the options framework [Sutton et al., 1999] for hierarchical reinforcement learning.
In particular, challenges of routing are related to those experienced by end to end architectures for learning sequencing between policies over time with neural networks [Bacon et al., 2017] and extensions to hierarchical policies [Riemer et al., 2018] . Option models, similar to routing networks, are known to experience "option collapse" where either only one option is actually used or all options take on the same meaning. This common difficulty has motivated recent research showing improvement in learned options by imposing information theoretic objectives on learning that incentivize increased option diversity and increased entropy in option selection [Gregor et al., 2016 , Florensa et al., 2017 , Hausman et al., 2018 , Eysenbach et al., 2018 , Harutyunyan et al., 2019 . In contrast to routing networks, option models are also concerned with deciding the duration over which its decisions will last. In this paper we focus just on empirical analysis of the simpler case of routing at every time step so that we can directly address diversity of the chosen modules without introducing the additional complicating factor of sequencing selections over time.
Challenges to Compositional Computation
We have experienced several challenges particular to training compositional architectures, including training stability, module collapse, and overfitting as well as difficulties with performance extrapolation and formalizing the setting. Instability in training may occur because of a complex dynamic interplay between the router and module training. Module collapse may occur if module selection collapses to a policy which makes the same decision for all inputs. Overfitting may be severely exacerbated in modular architectures because of their added flexibility to learn specialized modules for a very narrow subset of samples. Successfully extrapolating the performance of specific modules out over the course of training would potentially allow a more successful selection strategy, but achieving this is a difficult problem itself. Finally, we lack a good formalization of popular training methodologies, unifying reinforcement learning for the module selection training with supervised training for the modules. There has been some progress on each of these problems (for example, module collapse was discussed in [Kirsch et al., 2018] ). However, we believe this is the first time they have been collected and given a systematic treatment jointly. One may argue that core problems of a more general nature underlie these issues. In fact, we can see that learning to compose is difficult because we must simultaneously balance two challenges of learning: the transfer-interference trade-off , and the explorationexploitation dilemma [Sutton and Barto, 1998 ].
The "transfer-interference trade-off" refers to the problem of choosing which parameters in the model are shared across different input samples or distributions. When there is a large amount of sharing of model parameters during training we may see better performance as a consequence of transfer, since each parameter is trained on more data. But it may also lead to worse performance if the training on different samples produces updates that 'cancel' each other out, or cause interference. Compositional architectures can offer an interesting balance between the two, as different modules may be active for different samples.
The "exploration-exploitation dilemma", while mostly associated with reinforcement learning, exists for any kind of hard stochastic update. For modular learning, this means that the composer has to strike a balance between 'exploiting', i.e. selecting and training already known modules which may perform well at some point in time during training, and 'exploring' or selecting and training different modules that may not perform well yet, but which may become the globally optimal choice, given sufficient additional training. Unfortunately, high exploration increases the likelihood of both beneficial transfer and unwanted interference. But low exploration may bias the model towards selections which limit its ability to achieve an optimal balance between transfer and interference. Striking the right balance between exploration and exploitation can therefore help with interference but is not sufficient to mitigate it entirely. This entanglement complicates the learning and means we cannot treat these tradeoffs in isolation.
Training Stability
One of the most challenging problems for routing networks is overcoming the early learning phase when both modules and the router have just been initialized. In this phase, the router needs to learn the value of the modules, while these are effectively randomly trained and have not yet taken on any real meaning, since pathways and gradient-flows are not yet stable. In our experience, this "chicken-and-egg" problem of stabilizing the early training of a routing network, before paths have had the opportunity to specialize, can result in the routing dynamics never stabilizing, leaving the network at effectively random performance. This problem roughly correlates with the complexity of the decision making problem. If the router only needs to make decisions on a very local distribution of inputs, then stability is less of a problem. If, however, the router has to consider very complex distributions, it consistently struggles.
A mitigating strategy can be to slow down the learning behavior of either the modules or the router, by either fixing their parameters for a short initial period, or by reducing their learning rate. In practice, we have found that simply reducing the learning rate of the router is an effective strategy to stabilize early training. Another strategy that can be applied is curriculum learning [Bengio et al., 2009] as is done by Chang et al. [2019] . This can be very effective, but can only be applied if the training data can naturally ordered by complexity, which is not the case in many important domains. Neither of these strategies offer a general solution to the problem. They may work in some settings and fail in others.
Module Collapse
Another common training difficulty is module collapse [Kirsch et al., 2018] . This occurs when the router falls into a local optimum, choosing one or two modules exclusively. Module collapse occurs when the router overestimates the expected reward of a selection. This may happen due to random initialization or because one module has a higher expected return during early training. Either way, the module will be chosen more often by the router, and therefore receive more training. This in turn improves the module so that it will be selected yet more often and receive yet more training until the module is dominant and no others seem promising.
As an example, consider Figure 4 , which depicts a routing problem of one dimensional linear regression (since it is easily illustrated). In plot (a), we depict a dataset with two noisy linear modes. Plot (b) shows the perfect, and desired, routing solution, where the routing model correctly assigns a routing path to each mode. Plot (c) depicts the regression curves produced by the available modules at initialization. Since the red and yellow approximations have been initialized producing too great an initial loss, the router will only update these during exploration phases, and will instead choose the green approximation. This may result in a suboptimal approximation (depicted in plot (d)), which can form a local optimum that will trap the router without prolonged additional, poorly rewarded exploration.
This illustrates the view of collapse as a local optimum achieved by maximizing for early transfer. When every selection is "bad", training a transformation even on generally less compatible samples, such as shown in Figure 4 , will improve its representative power. Similarly, it can be seen as a local optimum in the exploration-exploitation dilemma, since the router correctly believes at a given time that one module is better than others, and may thus not explore the other options sufficiently.
Existing solutions to this problem include: adding regularization rewards that incentivize diversity ; separating the training of the router from the training of the modules with an EM-like approach that learns over mini-batches, explicitly grouping samples first [Kirsch et al., 2018] ; and conditioning the router entirely on discrete meta-data associated with the sample, e.g., task labels [Rosenbaum et al., 2017 . This has the additional benefit of reducing the dimensionality of the information on which the decisions are made, which, in turn, makes the routing problem easier. Previous work [Kirsch et al., 2018 , Shazeer et al., 2017 observes that models of conditional computation can overfit more than their "base"-models, but do examine this issue in depth. We have also encountered this problem multiple times, and believe that it stems from the flexibility of routing models to compose highly local approximations. Consider the example in Figure 5 , where we again route a linear scalar approximator.
Suppose we have a training dataset consisting of observations of a noisy linear process, such as the one in Figure 5 (a). It can be clearly seen that a linear model gives good (and desired) approximations, as in Figure 5 (b), and that it does not overfit to the noise present in the data. However, imagine that we wanted to learn such an approximation with a routing model that consists of three parameterized functions,
which the router can combine to a maximum depth of three. If the router now routes purely based on input information, i.e., if the router can route each sample through a different route, then it may choose a different path for different subsets of the training data, resulting in different (local) approximations as illustrated in Figure 5 (c). For neural architectures in particular, this implies that routing breaks an implicit smoothness assumption which, arguably, allows them to generalize well in spite of high dimensionality (see Zhang et al. [2016] for a further discussion). Since the space of routes or paths grows exponentially with routing depth, deep routing networks can potentially learn highly local approximations with only few samples covered per approximation.
This perspective also explains why Rosenbaum et al. [2017] and Cases et al. [2019] do not experience overfitting: if the path of a sample is independent of its input value or its intermediate activations, the resulting paths and approximations cannot learn to match individual areas in activation-space only, but are constrained by the meta-information instead.
Within the transfer-interference trade-off, overfitting is a natural consequence of avoiding training interference. In models of uniform, i.e., non-compositional, computation, the training algorithm always enforces some amount of interference over the model's parameters. While often harmful, it can also steer training away from local suboptimal solutions that cause the model to overfit.
Since this problem is not well investigated for machine learning models, we can only speculate on possible solutions. The most obvious is to apply regularization of some kind that prevents the router from fitting samples to highly expressive local approximators. A very successful solution with a different set of problems is the 'routing-by-meta-information' architecture of [Rosenbaum et al., 2017 . Another possible solution might be module diversity: if only different kinds of approximators can be fit the "locality" of routing does not have the same effect. This would explain why Ramachandran and Le [2019] were able to achieve very high performance with a modular architecture even when learning with few examples, although we need to take their particular top-k architecture into account. Another uninvestigated area which seems promising for exploration is the tradeoff in capacity between the router and the modules. Is it better to have a 'smart' router and 'dumb' modules or vice versa? Either will probably have an effect on overfitting.
The Flexibility Dilemma for Modular Learning

Flexibility Test Generalization
Underfitting Overfitting Figure 6 : The flexibility dilemma. Flexibility is the ability of a routing model to adapt to localized inputs. Low flexibility means few large clusters, and low flexibility means many small clusters. The extrema are only one cluster, i.e., collapsing and underfitting, and one cluster for each sample, i.e., overfitting.
Comparing the two challenges discussed this far, it becomes clear that they are not unrelated, but are an effect of too little -or too much -flexibility on the router's part, where flexibility is a routing network's ability to localize its routing decisions. If the router is not flexible enough to realize how truly different modes in a distribution should be treated differently, it will cause underfitting, oftentimes through collapse. If, on the other hand, the router is too flexible in mapping different inputs to different routing paths, it creates hyperlocal approximations that can overfit badly.
This goes to the core of what routing does, and why it can be such a powerful machine learning model. Routing always has an enormous degree of expressivity, as we have a combinatorial number of implicitly defined models, in the form of paths. If the model finds a good 'locality' of approximations, routing can allow a model to achieve truly impressive levels of generalization (compare [Chang et al., 2019] , and in particular the section on nested implicatives in ), as it can adapt to unseen samples by mapping these to known solutions in a highly variable way. However, on both sides of this 'locality' of approximation lie the above mentioned pitfalls of collapse and overfitting.
While we illustrated and explained this problem on routing (neural models), it is by no means limited to it. Any modular approach that can treat different samples differently will be exposed to this dilemma between under-and overfitting, as it comes with any form of local approximation approach.
Module Diversity
While much of the prior work has focused on the case where each module is of the same kind but with different parameters, routing modules that have different architectures has the potential to be even more powerful and sample efficient. This allows for a larger coverage of functional capabilities, thereby increasing the expressive power of a routing network. Interestingly, this is a specific instance of the "Algorithm Selection Problem" [Rice, 1976] . For learning problems, however, the problem is complicated by the different learning dynamics that different architectures might exhibit.
Consider Figure 7 . For any learning algorithm selection problem, deciding that Module 2 will yield superior performance requires the meta-learning algorithm to sufficiently explore -and thus train -both selections. However, for routing networks, exploration correlates with interference. This means that even if the router were to explore Module 1 sufficiently, the sampling noise of exploration could potentially interfere with the training procedure of selections taken before or after. While some progress on this problem has been made [Ramachandran and Le, 2019] , it focuses on selections with similar learning characteristics. The full problem, for selections with arbitrary learning characteristics, was only explored in an offline setting, where selections are trained until completion and not varied while training Le, 2017, Liu et al., 2018] . Finding optimal selections online remains an open problem due to the difficulty of anticipating future rewards.
A uniform formal framework
All of the previous challenges are complicated by the lack of a principled mathematical formalization for compositional learning. In particular, it is not clear how the training of the router relates to and interacts with the training of the modules. Although existing approaches have found very successful solutions, even without such a formalization, a principled framework may provide additional insight, convergence guarantees and directions for the development of better algorithms.
Specifically, it is not clear how training of the modules is impacted by the training of the routers, and vice versa. For how compositionality may interfere with the training of the modules, compare section 5.3. For the other direction, consider the case of a reinforcement learning strategy for training the routers (arguably the most relevant update strategy). Reinforcement learning relies fundamentally on the assumption that the environment is governed by an underlying Markov Decision Process (MDP) [Sutton and Barto, 1998 ]. A naive though intuitive characterization of routing in this context might interpret individual modules as actions.
But an MDP requires a static, non-changing set of actions and here the modules are themselves trained and change over time. Although in practice this strategy has been shown to work in any case [Rosenbaum et al., 2017 , Chang et al., 2019 , it lacks theoretical justification, and more principled approaches may yield superior performance.
This critique extends to the two special cases of MDPs introduced in the literature: Meta-MDPs and stochastic games. Meta-MDPs were introduced by Hay et al. [2014] and applied to routing by Chang et al. [2019] , and specifically model the computational steps required to make a decision in another underlying MDP. That is, their states are partial results, and their actions are computations. Once they terminate, the resulting computation produces an action in the underlying decision problem. This approach emphasizes that the routing problem consists of computation steps, and not steps taken in an environment. A stochastic game, related to routing by Rosenbaum et al. [2017] is the multi-agent extension to MDPs and allows for an arbitrary number of agents to exist, which collaborate or compete in the same environment. As other agents interact with the environment, the environment becomes non-stationary from the perspective of any single agent. While this approach consequently models the non-stationarity of a routing problem better than a Meta-MDP, it still does not solve the more fundamental problem of possible interference between update strategies.
There are two scenarios which have more principled solutions to this criticism, although they, too, may benefit from a more targeted solution as they suffer from many of the same problems in practice. In the first, for neural networks, we use some form of reparameterized sampling function to update the composition (compare section 4.2). This addresses the core of the problem since the reparameterized decision making algorithms explicitly use the same update strategy as the (neural) models. In the second scenario, the problem solved with a routing network is optimizing a policy for a given MDP. In this case, the routing network is the policy, and can consequently be modeled as a coagent network [Thomas and Barto, 2011] . A coagent network is a theoretical framework that, like Meta-MDPs, models the decision making in an underlying MDP but explicitly allows for non-stationary interactions between parts of the policy. These parts, called coagents, can update locally on stochastic information. For routing, we can model the policy solving the underlying MDP as a routing network with routing coagents and transformation coagents (i.e., the module parameters are part of the policy). Then the policy gradient theorems in [Thomas, 2011] for the acyclic and [Kostas et al., 2019] for the cyclic case hold, as the modules will also be updated with REINFORCE. Extending this work on coagent networks to also cover non-reinforcement learning problems such as supervised learning as well might offer a principled way of modeling routing and similar RL-integrated approaches for conditional computation.
Routing
Routing describes a general framework of repeatedly selecting trainable function modules with a trainable router. As such, arbitrary components of a machine learning model can be routed, as long as the model is composed by a sequential application of functions in a set of (compatible) functions. We will focus on routing networks, where the learnable function modules are neural networks and parts thereof. The router receives the state of the computation, the current activation -the input x at step 0 -and evaluates it to select the best function, which will produce a new activation, which then triggers a new computational loop. If the router decides that the result has been processed sufficiently, the last activation will be handed to other computations or interpreted as the output of the model. This result will then be used to jointly train the function modules and the router.
As routing relies on hard decisions to select the modules (as opposed to 'soft' decisions, where several modules are activated and combined in different ways), training algorithms for the router are limited. While other approaches are conceivable (in particular genetic algorithms and other stochastic training techniques), we focus on Reinforcement Learning (RL) and Stochastic Reparameterization in this work.
input: 
Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning describes a general machine learning paradigm in which an agent that makes a series of hard decisions is trained by providing simple scalar feedback, the reward. Applied to routing, the general outline is that the output of the modelŷ has to be translated to a reward r which is then used to improve the router's policy π.
Routing MDPs
Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) are a common model for formally describing sequential decision making problems. While we have argued in section 3.5 that existing attempts to model compositional computation are problematic, we will still adopt a common formalism for now so that we can discuss some relevant concepts.
Given a routing MDP M = S, A, R, P, γ , a set of applicable transformations F , the space of samples X, the space of transformations H (i.e., the space of applications of members of F to X), and the space of possibly available meta-information M , we can define: the states S = (X ∪ H) × M the actions A = F ∪ {⊥}, where ⊥ is a termination action the transition probability P (s, a,
the discount factor γ = 1 The reward function R can freely be designed by the model designer and is not defined any further for now. Solving an MDP generally consists of finding a policy π * (θ) (parameterized by parameters θ) that maximizes the objective, or score function, J(π(θ)) := E( t r t |π(θ)).
Reward Design
One of the most important questions when modeling a problem as an MDP is the question of how to design the reward function R. For a routing network there are two types of rewards to be considered. The first is the final reward that reflects the models performance of solving the main problem, i.e. of predicting a sample-label. The second are different forms of regularization rewards that can either be computed for entire trajectories or as immediate responses to individual actions.
Final Rewards The final reward r f models the overall performance of the model for a sequence of routing decisions. For classification problems, the outcome is binary -correct or false -and an obvious choice is a simple binary reward of ±1 corresponding to the prediction agreement with the target label. As the objective for the training of the modules is a loss function L m (y,ŷ), a different reward design for the same objective can be derived as the negative of the module loss: r f = −L m (y,ŷ). The reward has to be the negative of the module loss as -by convention -we minimize model losses but maximize RL rewards. In addition, this allows for a natural application of routing networks to regression problems, as these cannot be translated into a simple binary ±1 reward. While the second reward design seems like the better choice, as it both richer in information and a more principled meta-learning objective that coincides with the main model's objective, we found that it does not necessarily perform better in practice depending on the problem of focus.
Regularization Rewards As the reward signal is sparse for complex compositions, it can also be quite helpful to incorporate additional rewards that can act as an intrinsic reward or regularizer of the choices made by the router. One option is to model problem-specific information in this reward -e.g. to reflect the cost of computation of choosing a specific function, or to incorporate domain-knowledge, such as intuitions as to which model should be preferable. The second option, as employed in Rosenbaum et al. [2017] , is to use this regularizer to incentivize transfer between different kinds of samples. There, the reward can be defined to correlate with how often a particular function a is chosen within some window w, C(a) = #a w samplesthereby motivating the router to choose, and thereby share, that function for a wider set of samples. This reward is defined as R(a) = α t C(a), with a ratio α, normalized by the trajectory length t -such that even for long trajectories this reward may be limited to be smaller than the final reward r f . Rosenbaum et al. [2017] only investigate values of α ∈ [0, 1]. However, this can lead to a lack of variety in decision making, as the selection collapses -as discussed in section 3.4 in detail. To compensate, Cases et al. [2019] investigate a different set of values for α, α ∈ [−1, 0], with the goal of incentivizing diversity of decision making.
Algorithms
Several RL algorithms have been successfully used to train routing policies. Rosenbaum et al. [2017] compare a variety of algorithms, but settle for a multi-agent algorithm, fitting their multi-agent approach to multi-task learning. Cases et al. [2019] find that plain Q-Learning performs the best for their domain. Kirsch et al. [2018] extend a REINFORCE based algorithm with an alternating, EM-like training for modules and router that also optimizes for module diversity and does lookaheads. Meanwhile, Chang et al. [2019] use Proximal Policy Optimization.
While this might seem to suggest that there is not necessarily a "best" reinforcement learning algorithm, there are some constraints to be considered. The first is that the nonstationarity of the parameters of F prevents the use of replay buffers, as these would be invalidated after each transformation training step. Additionally, we argue that RL algorithms that can accommodate the change in the modules' respective values over training will perform the best.
Consider the following example: Given a set of module choices M , and a value estimator for a set of states S,v(s, m), m ∈ M, s ∈ S. Given some training, the module parameters change, and thereby the expected value for each of the modules given a specific state s k ; using some value-based RL algorithm, we also updatê v. As, for routing, we generally want to exploit more than explore, the module estimates for state s k are of different quality, as some modules have been sampled less from state s k than others. However, these modules may have been trained a lot from a different state s l . Given that there can be transfer from state s k to state s l , this implies that the value of the less sampled modules from state s k will probably be underestimated, as the estimator forv does not consider the additional training from state s l . Consequently, this may "lock" the router in its selection (see also section 3.2 for a discussion of this problem) early on.
A possible solution to this problem -at least for RL algorithms with a value-based component -might be to use the Advantage instead of (Q-)values: A π (s, a) = Q π (s, a) − V π (s), as the value component compensates for the inductive bias built up by training all transformations. Put differently, the increase in return for the on-policy average return, even when effectively only training one transformation, is not captured by the Q-component, but instead by the value component of the router. This may keep the difference in Q-value between different transformations low enough to lock the router permanently into a particular transformation, thereby helping to overcome selection collapse.
Stochastic Reparameterization
When it comes to hard decision making in differentiable architectures, stochastic reparameterization was recently introduced as an important alternative to Reinforcement Learning. While earlier work on stochastic reparameterization focused on low-dimensional stochastic distributions, Maddison et al. [2016] and Jang et al. [2016] discovered that the concrete -or Gumbel Softmax -distribution allows to reparameterize k dimensional distributions (we will refer to the corresponding decision making algorithm as "Gumbel"). Considering that these can be implemented as differentiable 'layers' in deep architectures, they appear to be the better choice for a routing networks. Maddison et al. [2016] already note that the concrete distribution and its reparameterization do not yield an unbiased estimate of the gradient. The REINFORCE estimator [Williams, 1992] for the gradients of the score function, on the other hand, is known to be unbiased (but has very high variance). Therefore two more techniques were introduced to estimate the gradient of discrete random variables. The first, REBAR [Tucker et al., 2017] compensates for REINFORCE's variance by introducing a control variate based on the concrete distribution. The second, RELAX [Grathwohl et al., 2018] , generalizes this for non-discrete and non-differentiable stochastic functions, and allows a neural network to model the control variate. To better understand the relative performance of reparameterized approaches when compared to a reinforcement learning algorithm, we performed the following analysis: Given a known distribution as a policy π parameterized by θ over a known reward function r, we do not sample, but instead analytically compute the value of the scorefunction J(θ) = E(r|π(θ)) = r · π(θ), where · denotes the inner product. We can continue by analytically computing the gradient for all parameters θ. We know that these gradients are the ground truth that policy gradient and reparameterization approaches approximate only. Relying on this ground-truth information, we can then approximate the same gradients δJ δθ using REINFORCE, Gumbel and RELAX, and finally compute the average difference between the ground truth values and the approximations.
For Figure 9 , we use this approach to compute both the average gradient differences and the average variances over all parameters. More specifically, we initialize a random reward function (where each reward is uniformly sampled from [0, 1]), of dimensionality k. We also randomly initialize a policy of dimensionality k, parameterized by θ. After computing the ground truth gradient for a given pair of reward function and policy, we use the same reward function and policy to sample the gradients for θ 22 * k times (so that on average each action will be sampled equally often, even with increasing dimensionality). For each k, we compute and approximate the gradients for 22 reward and 22 policy values, totalling over 10000 * k datapoints for each point in Figure 9 . Figure 9 shows the mean squared error between the ground-truth gradient values and the sampled values using reparameterization and different RL policy gradient algorithms on top, and the corresponding variances on the bottom. While the gradients estimated by the Gumbel softmax trick are of much lower variance, they are also biased, with an average MSE larger than the MSE of the Policy Gradient algorithms. This is consistent with the analysis in [Maddison et al., 2016] . As for RELAX, we found very low variance for high dimensionalities, but -interestingly enough -a much higher MSE than REINFORCE and even than Gumbel, suggesting a higher bias. However, this may stem from the problem that RELAX relies on a trained surrogate network, which is difficult to train for these single-sample experiments. While we try to accommodate for this requirement by updating this network over multiple samples first, this might not suffice to fully initialize RELAX. However, as we will show in Section 5, where RELAX and its surrogate network are trained over millions of iterations, it is still very difficult to draw clear conclusions about how reparameterization techniques relate to REINFORCE based approaches in practice.
Simultaneously Selecting Multiple Function Blocks
While in principle a routing network that only chooses a single function block at each step is capable of learning any function, it could be useful for sample efficiency to combine the output of multiple parallel routing paths. One popular approach for implementing this idea is to use a sparse version of the mixtures of experts architecture as in [Shazeer et al., 2017, Ramachandran and Le, 2019] . This approach leverages a typical mixtures of experts gating network that combines the output of multiple experts using a weighted averaging procedure. However, in general we would like to have an even more expressive mechanism of combining the output from multiple parallel routing paths that can represent more complex relationships between the output of each path. As sparse mixtures of experts architectures only use the top K experts at each step, there is also an inherent exploitation and exploration dilemma that impacts the system despite the fact that is not modeled explicitly. As a result, sparse mixtures of experts architectures must include special procedures for adding noise to the system and load balancing to achieve strong performance [Shazeer et al., 2017] . In order to arrive at a general purpose solution, it makes more sense to model the selection of a subset of experts as an explicit reinforcement learning problem. For example, in [Bengio et al., 2015] each "expert" is gated by a Boolean routing decision that is modeled as a reinforcement learning problem. Training a routing network is illustrated in Figure 10 and the corresponding algorithm is Algorithm 2. The core idea is that the training of the router and of the modules happens simultaneously, after completing an episode, i.e., the forward pass. After the network has been assembled in the forward pass, the output of the network is translated into a loss for the module parameters and a final reward for a reinforcement learner. That reward, in combination with any accumulated per-action rewards, can be used to define a training loss for the router, either a Bellman Error, a negative log probability loss or some other loss function used to train a decision maker. The resulting losses can be added, and then backpropagated along the decision making parameters to define a gradient for each parameter in the model. Backpropagating along the sum of the losses allows for higher mini-batch parallelization in the update process of the network.
Training
SGD Finally, a gradient descent style algorithm can use these gradients to derive a new set of parameter values. However, it is worth noticing that routing networks can be highly sensitive to the choice of optimization algorithm. We will discuss this further in Section 5.
Exploratory Actions Another useful change to the training procedure is to limit the updates of the transformations if they were chosen by an exploratory action. The intuition is that we do not want the network to add interference to the training of modules if they were just evaluated and found not fitting to a particular sample. As, however, any exploratory action has an effect on any return from the entire trajectory, we simply squash the optimization step size of the modules for the particular trajectory using the following formula:
where α is factor to the learning rate, and κ is a hyperparameter. For κ = 0, exploratory actions will be treated no differently, while for a very large κ, the transformations are effectively not trained on the entire trajectory if even only one action was taken non-greedily.
Splitting training data One of the challenges of training a routing network is overfitting (see Section 3.3 for a thorough explanation). To prevent this, we investigate splitting the training data into a part for training the transformations, and a part to train the router.
Architectures
Model Architectures In general, any machine learning model can be routed. However, for non-layered architectures, routing collapses to the better investigated model selection problem. For layered architectures, any single layer can be routed by creating parallel copies of the respective layer, each with different (hyper)parameters. Existing routing architectures have included routing several fully connected layers with identical hyperparameters but different parameters [Rosenbaum et al., 2017 , Kirsch et al., 2018 , Chang et al., 2019 , routing entire convolutional networks [Kirsch et al., 2018] , routing the hidden to hidden transformation of recurrent neural architectures [Kirsch et al., 2018 , routing the input to hidden transformation ; and routing word representations . However, only Ramachandran and Le [2019] have studied the effect of routing among modules that have different architectures. π1 (h1) π2 (h2) π3 ( Router Architectures In the conceptually simplest version used by Chang et al. [2019] , Kirsch et al. [2018] , Ramachandran and Le [2019] and unsuccessfully tried by Rosenbaum et al. [2017] , there is only one router, that learns to make all required decisions (compare Figure 11(a) ). This router's statespace contains the possible space of all activations, including the input activation. However, it requires additional work to stabilize -curriculum learning for Chang et al. [2019] , separate grouping for Kirsch et al. [2018] and soft-routing for Ramachandran and Le [2019] . Rosenbaum et al. [2017] introduce two other interesting router architectures that consist of multiple subrouters. The first is assigning one subrouter to each decision problem (see Figure 11(b) ). Consequently, each subrouter has a statespace constrained to the activations possible at the respective depth. In general, this approach has the disadvantage that it only allows a recursion depth not deeper than the number of subrouters defined. However, it is an effective way to implement routing architectures where the modules available at different timesteps have to be different 2 . The second option discussed in [Rosenbaum et al., 2017 ] is what they call a "dispatched" routing network (compare Figure  11(c) ). This hierarchical configuration has an extra preceding subrouter with the interesting task to assignor cluster -samples in input space first, before assigning the sample to be routed to one of a set of parallel subrouters, each of which exclusively works in activation space.
Another routing architecture design choice is the available action space. One already discussed optionparticularly relevant for fully recursive routing models -is to include a "termination" action to stop routing and forward the last activation. This termination action, is not required for per-decision router designs ( Figure  11(b) ), but could be implemented if model constraints permit. Another one, introduced by Rosenbaum et al.
[2017] for per-decision routing networks, is to include a "skip" action that does not terminate routing, but instead simply skips one sub-router. These two actions can result in identical behavior for limited-depth routing networks. In practice, dividing the decision problem over multiple subrouters, each with only a subset of actions and states to learn, can make training the router considerably easier. In particular in early stages of training, the problem of training a policy on modules that are similarly untrained can make fully recursive, single subrouter routing models hard to train. We will discuss this -and related problems -in more detail in the following section.
Evaluation
For evaluation, we consider two different domains: image classification and natural language inference. For image classification, we follow the architecture of Rosenbaum et al. [2017] , i.e., we route the fully connected layers of a simple convolutional network with three 3 × 3 convolutional layers. For natural language inference, we follow the successful architecture by Cases et al. [2019] , i.e., we route the word projections of a standard sentence to sentence comparison architecture.
Following the general architectures choices described in Section 4.5, we try to do each experiment twice. One experiment relies on meta-information, i.e., task-labels, using a task-wise dispatched architecture, where each task is assigned to a separate subrouter which only routes based on meta-information and stores its policy in a table. The other experiment covers architectures without a dispatching subagent that route without any meta-information based on input sample information and consecutive activations.
For image classification experiments, we use CIFAR 100, as it has predefined 'tasks' in form of its 'coarse' label structure, allowing us to naturally implement routing networks relying on meta-information. All experiments try to predict the 'fine' label in the context of the coarse label, i.e., the problem is five-way classification. All language inference experiments are on the Stanford Corpus of Implicatives , which is a three-way classificaion task. For experiments relying on meta-information, we use the provided 'signatures' as task-labels.
All results shown in this section are results on test datasets. The entropy plots show the entropy of the selection distribution over the entire dataset, also at test time. As most of the results are meant to be qualitative in nature, we did not do extensive hyperparameter searches, and we do expect better results to be found. As we will show in the following section, Q-Learning is consistently among the best performing decision making algorithms. Thus, unless otherwise noted, all plots utilize Q-Learning.
Decision Making Strategies
In this section, we evaluate different decision making strategies. Evaluated strategies include reparameterization strategies and several reinforcement learning algorithms. Figure 12 shows results for different decision making algorithms when relying on meta-information. The starkest result is that the policy gradient based approaches, including the related reparameterization algorithms -Gumbel and RELAX, are consistently outperformed by value-based reinforcement learning based approaches. As can be seen when comparing Figures 12(a) with (b), this difference grows with routing depth -i.e., number of routed layers. We stipulate that this difference results from the effect exploration has on interference, as discussed in section 3.2. In contrast to policy gradient strategies, -greedy strategies are guaranteed to interfere with another transformation, even of near-identical value, only a fraction of the time purely determined by . This also explains the best performing policy gradient based approach, the weighted policy learner (WPL) [Abdallah and Lesser, 2006] , which was already successfully tested in the routing multi-agent setting of Rosenbaum et al. [2017] . WPL is a non-standard policy gradient algorithm (in that it does not use the REINFORCE log-probability trick) that was explicitly designed for stochastic games, and that has specific properties to emphasize exploitation even for similar-value actions. This effectively lowers its exploration and thereby its interference.
Learning with meta-information
In Figure 12 (c), the language inference experiments, it is apparent how different algorithms stabilize (or not) over time. As for CIFAR, the value-based approaches Q-Learning and Advantage learning have a clear edge over the policy gradient based approaches. It is particularly interesting to see how both algorithms have nearly the same learning behavior for the first 20 epochs, until Advantage learning, and 20 epochs later, Q-Learning, apparently stabilize to then quickly leave the other algorithms behind. We speculate that the benefit of Advantage learning stems from the argument in Section 4.1.3, as it is able to offset the general increase in value of the different transformations.
Learning without meta-information
Routing decisions that do not rely on meta-information rely on the activation at the input to the routed layer instead. That is, they only consider the activation produced by the previous layer, which may or may not be routed, and which may even be the input. This allows the most fine-grained control over the routing path, as -possibly -each sample may be routed through a different path. The most straightforward implementation is a 'single router' architecture depicted in Figure 11 (a), where the router consists of only one subrouter -one parameterization that gets passed in activations from any layer. This also allows arbitrary depth routing networks, as the router may decide to apply an arbitrary number of transformations before stopping. Unfortunately, this complicates the routing process in at least two ways. The first is that the subrouter does not only need to learn where to route based on an activation alone, but even needs to do so for activations that may have been produced at completely different steps in the routing network. This makes the distribution of activations the router will have to decide on dramatically more difficult for the router to interpret, as it is likely that each 'depth' of activations adds another mode to the distribution. The second, related, reason is that the activations are highly volatile, as any change to the subrouter's policy may dramatically transform the distribution of activations, making the modes non-stationary and even more difficult to disentangle. For illustration, consider a simple single router model where the router can select from {t 1 , t 2 , t 3 }. At a given training time, the router only selects t 1 or t 2 . When an update changes the router to use t 3 instead of t 2 , the space of activations will now have been created by {t 1 , t 3 } k , instead of by {t 1 , t 2 } k . It is obvious how this can 'confuse' a router, in particular when this non-stationarity is combined with the already existing non-stationarity produced by updating the transformations. Consequently, performance on both CIFAR and SCI, as depicted in Figure 13 is basically the same as random. For the results on language inference in Figure 13 (b), the routing problem becomes so complex that the router even picks a fourth class for language inference (which generally only has three) that only exists for implementation reasons, thereby consistently achieving 0% accuracy instead of the 33% of the random baseline.
To investigate the problem posed by these results, we additionally experiment with two more architectures not relying on meta-information. In the first, we fix the depth for the single router architecture, and in the second, we design a per-layer subrouter architecture depicted in Figure 11 (b).
Other than the single router architecture used for the experiments in Figures 13, this architecture does not have one approximation network over all routing layers, of which there may be an arbitrary number, but instead only makes (at most) k decisions, with a separate subrouter for each layer. As shown in Figure 14 (a), fixing the routing depth does help to stabilize the training for some algorithms. As with other experiments, the (Q-)value based approaches start learning, but, more surprisingly, RELAX is able to stabilize, although at the cost of complete collapse. We assume that in this highly volatile environment the rich gradient information provided by RELAX can help the most. In Figure 14 , we show results for a separate subrouter for each layer, thereby limiting the maximum number of applied transformations to 3 (each subrouter is able to terminate earlier). This makes the decision making problem easier so that some algorithms are able to stabilize. However, most policy gradient approaches, including RELAX, collapse to achieve this stability, while the remaining policy gradient algorithms, WPL and Gumbel, do not achieve noteworthy performance. Only Q-Learning and Advantage learning learn while maintaining selection entropy. Interestingly, the router apparently does not learn to completely minimize interference, as it does not achieve non-routed performance, not even when it collapses. It should be noted, though, that even for algorithms that successfully stabilize, the solutions found are local optima of very bad performance. For both the results in Figure 14 , the final performance stays about 30% below the performance achieved by models relying on meta-information.
These results strongly suggest that routing networks -and quite probably any other kind of approach to compositional computation -have difficulty overcoming the initial instability of the training process, if they are not provided with a strong external signal. One such signal, as discussed in the previous section, are tasklabels or other pieces of meta-information that allow the routing network to find paths at the dimensionality of the meta-information, which tends to be much smaller than the full space of activations. Another approach, as introduced by Chang et al. [2019] , is to carefully curate the order in which samples are provided to the network. This, also, drastically limits the complexity of the decision problem, as only 'similar' samples are shown at any given time during training, but relies on such an order to exist for a given dataset. In general, the results for reparameterized routing, i.e., using Gumbel and RELAX, are very similar to the results for policy gradient approaches. We even found that for deeper architectures, the reparameterization techniques suffer from the same decrease in performance as other PG algorithms, as shown in Figure 12 (b). As mentioned above, we assume that this stems from inferior exploration behavior for on-policy stochastic sampling. To verify, we designed a version of REINFORCE that samples actions using an -greedy policy, i.e., that takes the best action of the time, and that samples from the actual policy 1 − of the time. When training, we compensate for the difference in sampling and training policies using importance sampling [Precup et al., 2000] . As shown in Figure 15 , this indeed changes the behavior of REINFORCE to act more like a value-based approach. 3 These results suggest that routing may greatly benefit from a targeted decision making algorithm. In particular exploration, with its added complexity of causing interference, seems to be a promising direction for future research. For example, it may be useful to consider algorithms that have separate exploitation and exploration policies, along the lines of Garcia and Thomas [2019] , or algorithms that can incorporate more complex exploration mechanics into reparameterization techniques. Figure 16 shows results for different final reward functions. In general, the correct/incorrect final reward strategy, ±1 for correct and incorrect classification, appears clearly superior to the negative classification (cross-entropy) loss reward (r f = −L(ŷ, y). While this seems initially surprising, as the negative loss reward contains more information, we believe that this is exactly what makes learning more difficult, for two reasons. First, a negative classification loss may overemphasize outliers, as, relatively to other samples, it may add a much larger part to the total loss. While this may be useful for supervised learning, a reinforcement learning router may update to accommodate these samples at the cost of other, non-outlyer samples. Second, as suggested by the high fluctuation in the learning on SCI, the finer granularity of the negative classification loss reward may reduce the difference between the value of different transformations, resulting in even small updates changing the greedy strategy. As this reduces stability, it will also decrease overall performance. meant to increase diversity, appear to stabilize learning as the model learns much faster, but have no effect on the routing entropy. While a complete interpretation of this result is very difficult, we speculate that this results from the higher potential for interference on SCI, and maybe even on language domains in general. The potential for interference is higher when training on SCI because the effective input dimensionality is nearly an order of magnitude lower than it is for CIFAR, which leads to a larger average overlap between examples in the input space. Additionally, as is also the case for us here, models used for NLP tend to use smaller hidden representations than computer vision models, resulting in a larger average overlap between examples in the activation space as well. This would not only explain why 'pushing' the router to diversify stabilizes learning, but also why the results with the negative loss reward function have such a high variance, as any change in routing decision may end up with a much higher amount of interference.
Reparameterization Techniques and Exploration Strategies
Reward Design
These results suggest that future research should consider different new reward functions. In particular, it could be worthwhile to find a final reward function that can rely on the information contained in the negative loss, but that is less susceptible to its problems. Additionally, it would be interesting to investigate an adaptive intermediate reward that incentivizes diversity as long as it is needed for stability, but that eventually anneals to zero, so that the router only optimizes for the overall model performance. Figure 18 shows the effect that lowering the training of transformations chosen non-greedily has. As one can see, κ has very little effect on the overall performance and only mild effect on the entropy. Splitting the training set into samples to train the transformations and samples to train the router, on the other hand, has a clear effect on the performance, as shown in Figure 19 . Here, the curves show the percentage of the data used to train the transformations. As one can see, using the full data benefits both performance and entropy.
Other Design Choices
More interesting is Figure 20 . As already reported by Rosenbaum et al. [2017] , Cases et al. [2019] , routing becomes unstable for many optimizers, and consistently yields the best performance for 'plain' SGD. We stipulate that similar problems can be observed for any architecture with an adaptive computation graph. Consider a simple example, where we route a sample x through a two-layer routing network. The first routing decision can choose from transformations {t 1,1 , t 1,2 } and the second from {t 2,1 , t 2,2 }. Now consider the gradients for t 1,2 over two different routing paths, t 1,2 (t 2,1 (x)) and t 1,2 (t 2,2 (x)). It is obvious that for those two paths, t 2,1 and t 2,2 may yield vastly different activations, and thereby vastly different inputs to t 1,2 . If an optimizer relies on parameter-specific approximations, such as, e.g., momentum, an approximation for t 2,2 may be completely incompatible with t 2,1 , thereby making training difficult, or even impossible. This explains why plain optimization strategies that do not compute parameter-specific information generally do better in the context of dynamic computation graphs.
Stability
As we argued before, stability is a consequence of the routing 'chicken-and-egg' problem: Upon initialization of a routing network, both the modules and the router do not yet have any information on the problem, and act randomly. The router cannot stabilize, as it cannot discern which selected module caused any increase in performance, and the modules cannot stabilize as they are trained with samples and activations so different that interference can destroy any learning that may happen. This, in turn, may destroy any progress the router may have made with the credit assignment. This problem is never worse than for the 'single router' architecture (compare Figure 11 ), for the reasons described in Section 5.1.2. Consequently, a routing network may fail to learn anything, as depicted in Figure 13 . Figure 14 already showed how different router training algorithms can lead to collapse in different domains. Additionally, consider Figure 21 , where the experiment is on CIFAR with a dispatched architecture 4 . For this architecture, collapse is not a consequence of the routing algorithm, but of the general architecture, as all algorithms lead to collapse. However, in difference to the results in Figure 14 , the results achieved are good, reaching standard non-routed performance. This is a not surprising result, as collapse will stabilize the router, and as there are no later activations to consider. This is reflected by the test-time selection entropy of nearly all algorithms going to zero within ten epochs. Surprisingly, this extends to the stochastic reparameterization algorithms Gumbel and RELAX which do not rely purely on rewards, further establishing that in the context of routing, Gumbel and RELAX behave 'just as' any other PG algorithm.
Module Collapse
The only algorithms that do not collapse completely are WPL and Advantage learning. We assume that WPL does not collapse as much as it was specifically designed for non-stationary returns, and that Advantage learning performs well as a consequence of the argument put forth in 4.1.3. As the main reference architectures for this section -routing the classifier of a convolutional network, and routing the word representations of a natural language inference model -were chosen because of their performance, they overfit only little.
Overfitting
However, if we consider an sequence-to-sequence architecture for language inference with a dispatched routed classifier, we can show how routing can lead a model to overfit. Consider Figure 22 , which shows from top to bottom the test accuracy, train accuracy and test entropy on SCI. While both a basic, non-routed network and the routed network easily reach perfect train accuracy (> 99.5%), the routing architecture starts flattening out even earlier than the basic architecture, reaching accuracy around 10% lower than the basic model, and over 20% lower than the routed model.
As discussed in section 3.3, overfitting is less of a problem in the presence of metainformation, as the router can ignore spurious activations in these cases. However, as the goal of modular architectures is to adaptively modularize without any kind of external information guiding the composition, future work should investigate how routing architectures can be regularized to achieve good generalization properties.
Conclusion
Summary of Results: Considering the results presented in this paper, it becomes clear how much of the performance of a routing network still depends on design-and hyperparameter decisions. However, many other results are also clear:
• In the context of routing, reparameterization techniques behave similar to RL policy gradient approaches, and have oftentimes even identical performance and selection behavior.
• All policy gradient approaches, including reparameterization techniques, fall short compared to value-based learning. We established that the problem of PG approaches is their exploitation strategy.
• Routing networks often need externally provided structure to properly stabilize and to achieve maximal performance given typical dataset sizes today. This structure may come in form of metainformation, or as a guided curricula of training samples.
• We evaluated the role that the reward design has on training reinforcement learning routers, observing that simple rewards tend to perform better than high information rewards that may be more difficult to interpret.
• The choice of optimization algorithm has a huge impact on the overall stability of routing networks, and presumably on any kind of compositional model of learning. Here, modern, more sophisticated algorithms can fail completely, with a simple SGD update performing the best.
• We investigated each of the challenges introduced and discussed in Section 3, and illustrated how different design decisions can lead to instability, to collapse, and how the high expressivity of a routing network can lead to overfitting.
• We additionally identified a dilemma of flexibility for modular learning. This arises out of a need to balance the flexibility (or locality) of modular approaches to avoid both collapse and overfitting.
Open Questions: Research into compositional architectures has accelerated in recent years. In this area, routing, as a general formulation of functional composition relying on trainable modules, can provide good insights into the challenges ahead. Stability, selection collapse, overfitting, mathematical justifications and learning over different architectures may only be some of the challenges that need to be solved before a fully compositional and modular architecture that is able to quickly adapt to any new problem, task, or context can be designed. With this paper we hope to contribute an overview that is useful for establishing these problems within the research community and lay out some future steps. Moreover, our analysis in this paper reveals that decision making strategies for routing, different routing architectures, and new reward design strategies seem to be very promising directions for future research that have the potential to lead to significant improvements in general purpose models with compositional architectures.
